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Thébault's theorem
The following theorem is usually called Thébault's theorem. We refer to Fig. 1 . Theorem 1. Let I, r be the incircle of a triangle ABC I is the center and r is the radius), and T any point on the line BC. Let P, r1) and Q,r2) be two circles touching the lines AT and BC and the circumcircle ABC. Then proof used analytic geometry and involved lengthy computations. As it is often the case in situations like this one, a series of new, short and more elegant proofs appeared after that. So, for example, [ 15] and [5] use trigonometry, [ 12] and [7] are synthetic proofs, [10] uses computer algebra software for an again analytic) proof etc. Some proofs actually showed a more general claim than Thébault [2] , since in Editorial comment's words) ". through circumstances lost in the mists of time, it somehow fell through the cracks." The solutions [4] and [17] referred to a proof [16] in Dutch), which was prior to [2] . Let us note here that a wrong version of formula 2) appeared in the original [ 14] , but was corrected in [2] .
In our approach here, in proving Thébault's theorem we first give a necessary and sufficient condition that a circle touches one side and the circumcircle of a triangle Theorem 2). We use this criterion to approve a geometric construction of " Thébault's circles" Theorem 3), and then we give a short proof of Thébault The following theorem may be viewed as a recipe for constructing by ruler and compass) circles that touch a given circle from the inside and two given chords. We refer to Fig. 3 In [7] and [8] the collinearity of P, Q and I is also proved. In [13] 
